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Introduction
This is a snapshot of Misaal’s work over February 2019, presented by
different programmes: Fellowship, Taleem, Rozgaar, Insaaf and South Asiawide work. Programmes are themselves grouped into three:
(i) Socio-economic rights (Fellowship, Taleem and Rozgaar)
(ii) Insaaf (Law and Justice) and
(iii) South Asia outreach
Our socio-economic empowerment work (Fellowship, Taleem and Rozgaar
programmes) is spread over four states – Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Bihar and
Madhya Pradesh. We have recently also rolled out work in Assam. In January
2019, we organised our annual convention, the final output of which was six
monthly work plans. Post-Convention, February 2019 was the first month
when work-plans began to be executed. This report provides updates
regarding activities done during the month of February 2019.

This issue:
Bihar

Uttar Pradesh
Haryana
Madya Pradesh

BIHAR
Misaal operates its community empowerment work in three districts in
Bihar - Patna and Vaishali and Madhubani. Over time, we have or are in the
process of consolidating all work at the sites through Misaal Help Centres–
physical spaces for providing information, handholding and
training/capacity building to youth from the community. The Patna Help
Food for the Soul
Centre is based in Phulwarisharif, and Vaishali and Madhubani centres are
developing in Khwaja Chand Chapra and Kaluahi blocks respectively. In the
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month under review, our new Bihar state supervisor, Faiyaz Alam (a past
journalist) helped each of our change makers – fellows, teachers and
Announcements, Events,
trainers – to break down the six monthly plans developed during Annual
and Updates
Convention and plan their implementation.
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This led to fellows in Patna Anjum Khatoon and Shakila Bano jointly
organizing community meetings in Phulwarishareef, where 20 female and 45
male members from the community participated. Shakila has chosen
education as the theme of her work, wherein she is collecting data of
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school drop-out children. During February she identified 50 students and helped them get enrolled in local
schools. Anjum, has chosen health and awareness as her focus. During the month she organised two health
camps with collaboration of local organisations that included free check up and awareness. Our Rozgaar
trainer in Patna, started in February ’19, a new batch of trainees to provide sewing and stitching training to.
Currently there are 31 trainees enrolled. Rizwana has also started - as part of expansion of the scope of her
work– developing social profile of the trainees to explore the possibilities of assisting them and their
families avail benefits of social protection schemes and awareness regarding civic entitlement and rights.
At our two Taleem centres in Patna – (Phuwarishareef, 62 students enrolled and Patna City, 60) - teachers
organised during the month parents’ teacher meets to share feedback on the progress of students with the
parents. In Vaishali Shahim successfully aided in providing schemes to 7 beneficiaries [2 in divorce
pension, 2 In MANREGA and 3 in MNSSBY]
BRIGHAM YOUNG
In Madhubani, we are run with our local partners a maktab for students providing free education (93
students enrolled). Our newly appointed fellow in Madhubani has been having problems settling down and
this has affected work.

▲Table 1

UTTAR PRADESH
In Uttar Pradesh we work in three districts – Shamli, Banda, and Jaunpur.
In Shamli, we run fellowship and Taleem programmes, working through Misaal Help Centre based at
Budhana. In Banda we run fellowship Taleem and Rozgaar centres, and in Jaunpur a Taleem centre. During
the month, our UP state supervisor, Salim Ansari helped our change makers break down their 6 monthly
plans and plan specific interventions. Our fellow in Shamli Khursheeda assisted community members in
making applications for following schemes. [Table 2]. Other activities included campaigning on problems
faced by the community (Falahe Aam rehabilitation colony) including power supply and misbillings, and
the need to
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▲Table 2
approach higher authorities for redress. The Taleem centre in Shamli ( 20 students) under Najma, teacher,
organised parent teacher meeting and shared updates with the parents about the progress of the students
and activities undertaken in the centre. In Banda, our Taleem centre (30 students) run by Altaf, a 12th class
student, has been active with a monthly assessment test in Maths, English and Hindi given and a Parents
teacher meeting organsied in February ’19. The Rozgaar (25 trainees) under Shahzaadi provides training in
stitching and embroidery. In Jaunpur, our Taleem centre (Kheta sarai block, 40 students) has been
providing education support to dropped out children. In February, Reemu Kumari, teacher, administered
monthly test and shared the results with parents in monthly parent teacher meet.

HARYANA

▲Table 3

In Haryana we work in Mewat region (Nuh district), working a Misaal Help Centre encompassing fellowship
programme and Taleem centre. Misaal Haryana Supervisor, Nasir Ali leads work with full time and
volunteer change makers. In the month under review Nasir with the team assisted the community in
following applications. [Table 3].

Community meetings were organised this time on the functioning of Mid-day meal programme, and plans
made for campaigning to improve its working. During discussion people talked about the redundancy in
school management. As a conclusion, women of the group proposed to visit school and seek information
about the same from the school administration.

MADHYA PRADESH
In state of Madhya Pradesh we have Taleem centre and
Rozgaar centre running in Bhopal city. We work with groups
who have been working relentlessly for Bhopal gas tragedy
victims. The taleem centre i Bhopal is mainly run by Arshi,
who provides education to children from Rag picker
community. There are 40 children enrolled from the same
community in our taleem centre. Also in Rozgaar programe we
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provide skill development training to 40 women from marginalized community.

Insaaf (Law and Justice)
Our Insaaf programme, entails work involving (i) facilitating legal aid to victims of hate crimes
(lynchings/vigilante violence, communal violence, sexual violence, among others); (ii) legal advocacy in
higher courts, to influence litigation outcomes in favour of above victims, (iii) documenting and tracking
hate crimes, including in-depth reports on specific forms of targeting, (iv) and advocacy with multiple
stakeholders for public awareness and policy change. In February 2019, this entailed work on the ground,
led by our state supervisors in Haryana, Rajasthan, UP and Bihar, (Nasir Ali, Saleem Ansari and Faiyaz Alam,
respectively) keeping watch and facilitating progress in criminal proceedings on relevant cases with
families and local lawyers – including efforts in UP to get families and lawyers in Dadri (2015),
Bulandshahar (2017) and Bareilly (2018) cases to engage pro actively with the criminal proceedings
underway. And Shahjahan Ahmad, our Assam state supervisor, leading oversight and facilitation of
National Register of Citizens (NRC) updation process and with cases in Foreigners Tribunals (FT). Misaal
Head office provided support with legal advocacy on lynching cases, coordinating with our panel of pro
bono lawyers Chandigarh HC, on cases in Haryana (Yamunanagar 2015, and Faridabad, 2015) to get criminal
proceedings going on them, as well as engaging on writs in SC (through supporting counsels in relevant
cases) for enforcing SC directions in lynching matters. In February, we also conducted a fact finding
review (27-28th Feb. 2019) of the working of NRC claims and updation processes in Assam as follow up to
our earlier assessment on NRC updation and advocacy on the matter. A Misaal Help Centre – supporting
victims of NRC and FT matters to begin with – was also inaugurated in Barpeta district, the hub of our
work in Assam.

South Asia Outreach
Our South Asia outreach entails anchoring the South Asia Collective of human rights experts and
activists. SAC undertakes documentation of rights violations of minorities in the region and capacity
building of grassroots minority-led groups and platforms, as well as advocacy for improved minority
outcomes across the region. In February 2019, we released our annual report, South Asia State of
Minorities Report 2018, focused on the theme of socio-economic rights of minorities. The release in
Kathmandu, Nepal (22-23rd February, ’19) was attended by authors and partners from seven of the eight
countries in the region, was also an opportunity to plan and strategize for producing our 2019 report (on
the theme of refugees, migrants and the stateless in South Asia) and other work under the SAC
programme, including capacity building and advocacy.
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